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President’s Message

Tahltan Nation,
I am pleased to welcome members to
review the 2015/2016 Annual Report and
excited to be hosting the Tahltan Central
Government’s Annual General Assembly in
Dease Lake from July 1st to 3rd, 2016.
As President of the TCG, this past year has
been both rewarding and productive.
I am humbled by how Tahltan people
came together on several occasions to
ensure the well being of all our people
now and for future generations. I am also
invigorated by the passion, determination
and strength of our people, and honored
to have been given the privilege to lead
our central government over the past
two years. I want to thank every Tahltan
member who participated in our collective
decision-making this past year and
encourage others to have their voices
heard so we can continue to cooperatively
work together to build a stronger more
prosperous and independent Nation.
I also wish to thank the TCG’s Board of
Directors and our amazing staff for their
ongoing hard work, wise advice and
emotional support. I am indebted to each
of you for believing in our executive team
and giving us the opportunity to build on
our united vision.
This year we began the process of building
our TCG administrative team so that

more of the Nation’s work and initiatives
were completed within our territory and
the Northwest, while at the same time
building the capacity and skills of our
Tahltan people. It has been a pleasure
to watch our team grow and mature as
individuals and as a collective under the
guidance of our Executive Director, Calvin
Carlick. This year we have added the
Lands, Communication, Information and
Finance departments, and I want to thank
each of our directors and their teams for
the excellent work they have undertaken
and for spearheading several new and
beneficial initiatives for the Tahltan Nation.
Another highlight of the year has been
watching the Healthy Active Tahltans
(HATs) Initiative gain momentum, with
nearly 350 youth and community
members participating in our local events
and the raising of over $50,000 from this
past fiscal year. Sports, recreation and good
nutrition play an important role in the
well being of our communities and the
HATs Initiative is continually encouraging
our people and youth to adopt healthy
lifestyles which will benefit them a lifetime.
On that note, I am very excited that the
Tahltan Youth Council decided to re-open
the trail between Telegraph Creek and
Iskut and they have welcomed all Tahltans
to join them for an epic hike this August.
The journey will symbolize so many things,
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including cultural revitalization, health and
fitness and, most importantly, the ongoing
interconnection and unity amongst our
Tahltan communities and people.
The creation of both the Elder and Youth
councils were significant milestones this
year as well. The TCG has been receiving
ongoing direction, perspectives and
ideas from both the Elders and our next
generation of leaders and we look forward
to these councils becoming more involved
into the future. We have many decisions
to make as a Nation about our lands,
governance, priorities and initiatives in the
near future, so the ongoing strengthening
of our communication avenues and
collective decision-making processes are
significant.
Finally, I would like to take a moment to
remember the Tahltans who passed on
over the past year and to welcome all the
new babies that were born into the Nation.
Meduh and Nedishchā,

CHAD NORMAN DAY
President, Tahltan Central Government
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Vice-President & Secretary Treasurer’s Messages
I have to admit it has been a busy year. It seems like January was only yesterday and here we are already writing
our messages for the TCG Annual Report.
I am very proud of the work the TCG has done this past year, and in particular I am gratified to have played a role
in developing and nurturing our TCG administration team. It gives me great comfort to know that our team of
dedicated Tahltan professionals are working collaboratively in the interest of building a strong and independent
Tahltan Nation.

HEATHER
HAWKINS
Vice-President
Tahltan
Central Government

Personally, I am especially excited by the creation of our Lands Department which is working diligently to
develop a Tahltan Nation Land-Use Plan, manage our wildlife resources and protect the integrity of our fragile
ecosystems and environment.
Many people ask me what motivates me to be the Vice President of the Tahltan Central Government, and my
answer has been unwavering and simple—I hope that one day I will be remembered for contributing to that
creation of an independent Tahltan Nation which protects its heritage by managing our land, wildlife and
resources in the interest and for the benefit of all Tahltan people now and in the future.
In my mind, this vision of an independent Nation has begun, and I am honoured to be afforded the opportunity
by our people to carry on this important work.
I am pleased to report that for the third year the Tahltan Central Government will be providing audited financial
statements to our membership. Our independent auditors will once again present our financial statements
at the Annual General Assembly for our members. I would like to acknowledge Mr. Laurie Watt, our Finance
Director, for his incredible work in getting our financial department organized and updated. With Laurie we were
finally able to get a full-time qualified person to ensure that our financial structure and capacity development
is seamless in order to deliver and enhance a transparent and accountable financial management system and
department for our people.

ADRIAN CARLICK
Secretary Treasurer
Tahltan
Central Government

It has been an honour and I am sincerely humbled by the opportunity to represent our people as Secretary
Treasurer of the Tahltan Central Government this past year. I would like to thank my fellow Executive, our
Board of Directors for their guidance, our Finance Committee and our administrative team for their assistance
and dedication. We are here to answer to our Nation and to grow and get better every year and I feel like we
accomplished that within this last year. I look forward to this year’s AGA in Dease Lake.
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Highlights Through The Year
SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

• Tahltan-Kaska-Tlingit Nations Wildlife
Management Partnership Meeting with
the Province of British Columbia

JULY
• TNDC kicks off its 30th Anniversary
Celebration
• First Elders Council Meeting held

• Second Elders Council Meeting held
in Dease Lake following resolution
put forward by Tahltan Elders at 2015
Annual General Assembly

• Tahltan membership support several bylaw
changes at 2015 Annual General Assembly,
including the central government’s name
change and increasing the executive term in
office from two years to three years

• Governance Training for all Tahltan
Leadership in Dease Lake
• Economic Planning Forum in Terrace
with Tahltan leadership and businesses
• Community meetings held in thirteen
Tahltan communities to discuss
Seabridge Gold’s KSM Project
• Third Elders Council Meeting held in
Terrace

• Tahltan Elders and TCG leaders visit
Doubleview exploration site in Sheslay and
seek to protect the area. Company responds
with lawsuit.
• The signing of the Red Chris Co-Management
Agreement with Imperial Metals and the Red
Chris Revenue-Sharing Agreement with the
Province

AUGUST
• TNDC makes strategic investment in
Imperial Metals, owner of the Red Chris
Mine.

OCTOBER
• Calvin Carlick was hired as TCG Executive Director
• Almost 300 children attended the Healthy Active Tahltans
events in Telegraph Creek, Dease Lake and Iskut
• First Tahltan Youth Gathering in Terrace
• TNDC received BC Aboriginal Community-Owned Business
of the Year Award from the British Columbia Achievement
Foundation
• Adrian Carlick was hired as TahltanWorks Director
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FEBUARY

JUNE

• World Premiere of Movie, KONELĪNE,
showing in Tahltan communities

• TCG leaders and representatives from
the Province of BC visit Sheslay, Level
Mountain and other sacred areas and
begin discussing collaborative
land-use planning

• First Cassiar Forest Corporation
engagement meetings in Tahltan
communities
• Doubleview lawsuit against Tahltan
leaders and Elders dismissed
• The TCG appoints Ramona Quock as the
Events Coordinator
• TCG holds first Tahltan Financial
Meeting to discuss Tahltan Nation’s
financial payments and future plans
to distribute money evenly across the
Tahltan communities

APRIL
• The TCG welcomed Jarett Quock
as the first Wildlife Guardian to
lead conservation, enforcement
and compliance initiatives
• Tahltan Elders begin receiving
quarterly fund distributions
from the Elders Distribution and
Discretionary funds
• TCG Board of Directors ratify
TCG Board Manual

• Skeena Resources community
meetings were held in Dease Lake
and Terrace to discuss mineral
exploration activities bordering the
Mount Edziza Provincial Park
• Fourth Tahltan Elders Council
meeting and second Tahltan Youth
Council meetings held in Dease Lake
to discuss new terms of reference
and future initiatives for both
councils

JANUARY
• TCG hires Christine Creyke as Lands
Director, Shannon Frank as Director of
Information, and James Dennis as the
Communications Officer
• Tahltan Language Revitalization
Program with the University of Victoria
was started in Dease Lake

MARCH
• TCG begins Dease Lake meetings to
discuss distribution of funds set aside for
this Tahltan community
• The Tahltan Youth Council announces
initiative to re-open the historic trail that
connects Iskut and Telegraph Creek. All
Tahltans are welcome to participate in
the hike during August of 2016

MAY
• Meetings held in thirteen communities
to provide a year end update on the
activities of the TCG presented by
President Chad Norman Day
• Tahltan membership publicaly express
concerns over jade and placer mining
within Tahltan Territory
• First Annual Wildlife Symposium
conducted. The Tahltan, Kaska, Tlingit,
Province of BC, Guide Outfitters and
Resident Hunters came together
to discuss better management and
enforcement around our wildlife
• Nisga’a MOU was signed with TCG
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Board of Directors
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Tahltan Central Government Board of Directors is comprised of three
executive members, each of whom is elected by membership, and ten family
representatives. The family members of each of the ten Tahltan families appoint
their respective representative.
The Board of Directors is responsible for overseeing the operations of the TCG
and the decisions made by the Executive Committee. Board meetings are held
approximately once per quarter in various locations across British Columbia to
address issues facing the Tahltan Nation and to make decisions as a collective.
In addition, the Board of Directors has various sub-committees for the purposes of hiring new staff members, making financial
decisions, improving governance and long-term planning.

CHRISTINE BALL
Cawtoonma

MELVA QUOCK
Stikine Claw/Thicke

KEN EDZERZA
Etzenlee

EMMA CARLICK
Thud ga

LILLIAN CAMPBELL
Quock

COLLEEN SKUBOVIUS
Eth’eni

LEE MARION
Shoe-Kawk/Howd-a-Ghtte

VACANT
Carlick

KIMBERLEY S. MARION
Simgaltada

CARMEN MCPHEE
Good-za-ma
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Governance
TAHLTAN GOVERNANCE
Strengthening Tahltan governance is an important area of
focus for the Governance Committee, the Executive
Committee and the Board of the Tahltan Central
Government. At its core, governance is processes, structures
and traditions that guide how the TCG Board exercises its
power, makes decisions, and is held to account by Tahltan
citizens.

WHAT GOVERNANCE ISSUES DOES IT ADDRESS?
Some of the highlights from the new policy handbook
include:
• A statement of our core principles of governance;
• Clear agreement between the Board and Executive Director
about their relationships and roles;
• A formal role in governance for Tahltan Elders and Youth;

In 2014, the Governance Committee successfully developed
and confirmed new codes of conduct and confidentiality
policies to help guide us in our work and how we handle
sensitive information in the service of Tahltans. In 2015 to
2016, with these key documents in place, the TCG Board’s
focus shifted to engaging with members about how to
improve our structure and selection process within the TCG
bylaws. At the same time, we initiated a project to develop
an overarching policy that provides detailed guidance to
board members on all governance-related issues, decisions,
and actions.

• Guidelines for governance processes such as policy
development, strategic planning, and board meetings;
• Policy for establishing and working as committees;
• Clear policies regarding conflict of interest, conduct and
communications;
• Policies and templates to support good record keeping of our
discussions and decisions

GOVERNANCE HIGHLIGHTS 2015/2016
SWWG Funding Continued – 2015/2016
TCG and Band Protocol Agreement - July 4, 2015
TCG Board Manual Ratified - April 25, 2016
Tahltan Elders Council Established - April 25, 2016
Tahltan Youth Council Established - April 25, 2016
Nisga’a - Tahltan MOU - May 3, 2016

WHERE ARE WE AT?
Substantive work to draft the policy began after members
confirmed our structure and selection process at the 2015
Annual General Assembly. The Governance Policy
Handbook is now complete, adopted at the meeting of the
TCG Board of Directors on April 25, 2016. The handbook
contains all the rules, agreements, and pertinent
information that is concerned with the overall governance
of the Tahltan Central Government. The handbook is in the
implementation stage and is sanctioned to be fully
enforced by the TCG Board of Directors. Electronic copies
will be made available to TCG membership upon request.

WHY IS IT SIGNIFICANT?
The new policy marks an important step in the evolution of
Tahltan governance. Beginning from the 1910 Declaration
of the Tahltan Tribe, our leaders have worked to build a
strong system of governance that reflects our unique values
as a Nation, while also being responsive and flexible to the
realities of our members. The new ‘Governance Policy
Handbook’ represents yet another step towards more
efficient, effective, and collective governance. It is the first
step and laying the foundation for future work to establish a
Constitution for our Nation.

TAHLTAN-NISGA’A MEMORANDUM OF
UNDERSTANDING
A Memorandum of Understanding was signed on May 3, 2016
between the Tahltan and Nisga’a Nations. The agreement, built
on the historic 1898 Peace Treaty between the nations, commits
them to cooperate in order to maximize employment, training,
contracting, and procurement opportunities from resource
development.
The MOU sets out the intentions of Tahltan and the Nisga’a
Nation to establish an ongoing Nation-to-Nation relationship to
address issues of mutual interest or concern, at a
government-to-government level.
With both the Brucejack and Seabridge projects
providing significant opportunities, TNDC will work toward
identifying corporate partnerships and developing mutually
beneficial economic opportunities.
The MOU is not a contractually binding document, rather a
visionary agreement.
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Tahltan Elders Council
Tahltan Elders have a wealth of
valuable knowledge about Tahltan
culture, history and land-use which
is critical to draw upon to retain the
connection to our past, maintain our
traditions, plan for our future and
assert our collective title and rights.
In July 2015 the Tahltan Elders Advisory
Council meetings began in Telegraph Creek
at the Annual General Assembly
To establish the Tahltan Elders
Council, Tahltan Elders have been
engaged to provide input into how
the council will be structured within
the decision making frameworks
within the Tahltan Central
Government. The kickoff for the
council was in July 2015 and since
then the Elders have met three times
to discuss a variety of issues and
opportunities.
Some of the issues which have been
discussed at these gatherings include:
1. How to improve communication between TCG
and all our Elders, regardless of where they
live;
2. How to Establish a council where all Tahltan
Elders can make collective decisions as a
united voice;
3. How to Ensure Tahltan Elders are more
included in the decision-making process within
the TCG;
4. How to design internal protocols and processes
for the Elders Council meetings and initiatives;
5. How to develop processes to attain knowledge
from Tahltan Elders;
6. Establishing a format to discuss priorities and
land protection

In addition to these discussions,
the Tahltan Elders Council created a
working group tasked with
developing a draft mandate and
policies for the council. The goal was
to fully functionalize the Tahltan
Elders Council by the summer of
2016.
Much work and consultation has
been done on the role Elders should
have in the governance of the TCG
and decision making as it relates to
the past, including the level of
authority and enforcement. The
group has discussed Elder
representation on the TCG board,
including the number of Elders and
how appointments should be made,
whether by clan,
community or region. There has also
been much discussion about the
historical definition of Tahltan Law
and how it should be applied.
The working group tasked with
developing the mandate and policies for the council played a pivotal
role in helping the TCG create a draft
terms of reference for the Elders. This
policy will be under discussion at the
Tahltan Elders Council meeting on
June 30th, 2016 in Dease Lake prior
to the AGA.
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ROUND 1 - TELEGRAPH CREEK

ROUND 2 - DEASE LAKE

ROUND 3 - TERRACE
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Tahltan Youth Council
Tahltan youth are the future
of our Nation. They have a
passion, perspective and drive
which must be fostered. Our
youth must be involved in
decision-making, governance
and political issues. We also
need to ensure we transfer
knowledge about Tahltan
culture, history and land-use to
our future generations.
During the past year, the Tahltan
Youth Council (TYC) was established
to help guide the TCG to identify
issues and solutions which are
important to our youth and to ensure
Tahltan youth play a fundamental
role in planning the Nation’s future.
To create the council, the youth were
engaged to share their thoughts on
how the council should be
structured. The consultation efforts
thus far have taken place over social
media (the Facebook Group is under
“Tahltan Youth Council”) and during
two youth gatherings.
The TCG executive team has met with
the Tahltan youth living in urban and
local communities and have
collectively discussed a vision,
mandates and principles for the TYC.
Furthermore, the following goals
were discussed:
1. Improving communication between TCG and
all our Tahltan youth;
2. Providing a platform where Tahltan youth can
make collective decisions and create priorities
as a united voice;

3. Ensuring Tahltan youth are more included in
the decision-making process within the TCG;
4. Designing internal protocols and processes
for the Tahltan Youth Council meetings and
initiatives;
5. Focusing on mentorship to ensure Tahltan
youth begin to understand Tahltan governance
and issues

The youth meetings have been
insightful and productive. Many
Tahltan youth are eager to apply their
energy, education and passion for
their people. Several youth shared
their desires to contribute to the
Tahltan Nation on issues relating to
education, health, hunting and
fishing, land-use planning,
community infrastructure and other
community-based initiatives.
Similar to the Tahltan Elders
Council, the Tahltan youth composed
a working group that was tasked with
drafting a Tahltan Youth Council
Declaration, as well as terms of
reference that would help
establish an accountable framework
and guidelines for the TYC.
A TYC initiative to reopen the historic
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64-kilometer Iskut-Telegraph Creek
trail is being planned for August of
2016. The four to five-day hike will be
funded through the Healthy Active
Tahltan Initiative, as this hike
represents an opportunity for Tahltan
children, youth, adults and Elders
to come together and be physically
active on the land. The multi-day
expedition will promote healthy
active lifestyles while also conserving
an important link in Tahltan culture
and history. All Tahltan members are
invited to participate.

Tahltan Youth Council take lead
role in reopening Iskut-Telegragh
Creek Trail. The brown line in the
above map is the trail.

Administration
CALVIN CARLICK
Executive Director
Calvin joined the Tahltan Central Government as Executive Director in October 2015.
Calvin is responsible for overseeing the day-to-day operations of the central government,
including implementing new systems and processes to improve efficiency. Calvin
oversees all departments including Tahltan Communication, Lands, Information and
Finance.
A few of Calvin’s major initiatives this past year have been the analysis of business
opportunities for the Tahltan Central Government, bringing a principled approach
to contracting and consulting, and overseeing the reorganization of the Finance
Department.
Prior to becoming the Executive Director, Calvin served on the Tahltan Nation
Development Corporation Board and became the Board Chair in 2014. Calvin has
previously worked as an Economic Development Officer with the Kitseles First Nation and
the Iskut Band Council.
Calvin works primarily from the TCG satellite office in Terrace and in Dease Lake.

CHRISTINE CREYKE
Lands Director

CINDY DENNIS
Senior Finance Clerk

JAMES DENNIS
Communications
Officer

JARETT QUOCK
Wildlife Guardian
Jarett Quock joined
the TCG team in
April 2016 as the
Wildlife Guardian.
He will report to the
Lands Department.
Jarett will be responsible for overseeing and
communicating with Tahltan citizens and
the general public about wildlife initiatives
in our territory, including conservation,
harvesting, and compliance with Tahltan
and provincial laws and regulations. He will
also be the liaison to provincial enforcement
personnel and other stakeholders who hunt
in Tahltan Territory. During hunting season,
Jarett will lead a team of part-time Tahltan
Wildlife Guardians who will assist him
throughout the territory, including along
the Stikine River.

LAURIE WATT
Finance Director

SHANNON FRANK (PT)
Information Director

RAMONA QUOCK
Events Coordinator

TAMARA DENNIS
Receptionist

JAMES DENNIS
Communications
Officer
James Dennis
joined the TCG
team team in
January of 2016.
He is responsible
for ensuring the Tahltan people are
properly informed about the business and
events of the TCG. He creates posters and
newsletters, promotes community events
and meetings, and digitally documents
TCG events through his notes, photos
and videos. James is the point of contact
for Tahltan organizations and members
to share information about job postings,
events, births and passings. He also
manages the TCG’s Facebook page and
website. He is based out of the TCG Terrace
satellite office.
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ADRIAN CARLICK
TahltanWorks Director

APRIL SHI
Graphic Designer

ROXANNE BALL
Finance Clerk

ROXANNE BALL
Finance Clerk
Roxanne joined the
TCG in 2014 as an
administrator for the
THREAT team.
Her detailedoriented
administrative skills and expertise in
accounting assist both THREAT and the TCG
Finance Department to keep track of billing
and tasks being carried out.
Roxanne is commonly utilized by
other departments, particuarly the
Communications Department, for a variety
of tasks when the workload becomes
too much. As the TCG continues to grow
in its administrative capacity and tasks,
particuarly for the community of Dease
Lake, Roxanne’s role will continue to expand
into the future.
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TCG Administrative Team
ADRIAN CARLICK
TahltanWorks Director
Adrian is responsible for overseeing
the ongoing development and
implementation of the Tahltan Labour
Market Strategy. Additionally, he manages
relationship building and co-ordination
with government, potential employees, education bodies
and other service providers to identify and create relevant
opportunities for skills development among Tahltan people.
His role also includes consultation with Tahltan members to
understand changing employment and training needs.

SHANNON FRANK
Information Director
TCG welcomed Shannon Frank as
Director of Information in January 2016.
She manages the TCG Member List,
including the collection of Tahltan Nation
member information to support improved
communications. She also assists the TahltanWorks employment
and training program and integrates historical information to
reinforce Tahltan rights and title.
Shannon’s tasks will increase over time as the TCG collects and
utilizes cultural knowledge from our people. She will assist TCG
leadership, consultants, lawyers, and Tahltan membership with
information requests and ensure proper protocols are followed.

CYNTHIA DENNIS
Senior Finance Clerk

Cindy has been the Senior Finance Clerk
for the Tahltan Central Government since
September 2009. Her work includes bank
reconciliations, accounts payable
administration, billings and accounts
receivable, complete payroll services and using Simply
Accounting software.
Cindy has seen significant growth in the responsibilities and tasks
of the Finance Department in the past year and the TCG is actively
working with her to provide further training to empower her
along with the other TCG finance staff.

LAURIE WATT
Finance Director
Laurie was hired to establish a functional
and accountable Finance Department for
the Tahltan Nation in June of 2015.
He ensured the TCG became caught up
on all pending files, including many that
stemmed back several years. Laurie also drafted reliable budgets
and forecasts to ensure the department will function smoothly
and efficiently in the future.

RAMONA QUOCK
Events Coordinator

TAMARA DENNIS
Receptionist

Ramona Quock was recently appointed as
the Events Coordinator.

Tamara assists all departments with
their daily operations utilizing her
excellent computer and communications
skills. She often works alongside the
Communication Department and Lands
Department in collecting information and making calls to Tahltan
membership. Tamara’s people skills are a huge asset to the TCG.

CHRISTINE CREYKE
Lands Director

Ramona takes the lead on planning
all TCG-related events within the
Communication Department, including
the annual general assemblies, board meetings, career fairs,
Elders and Youth Council gatherings, engagement meetings
with industry and so on. When she is not planning an event she
is commonly working with the TahltanWorks Director and/or the
Information Director on a variety of tasks.

APRIL SHI
Graphic Designer

TCG was pleased to welcome
Christine to our team in January
2016. Her educational background in
environmental science coupled with her
first-hand knowledge of Tahltan heritage
and culture has been a huge asset to our team.
Her responsibilities are vast. She is the first point of contact
for government and industry whenever they have permits or
interests that impact Tahltan lands. She oversees many budgets
and work plans on land-related tasks. She works closely with
the THREAT team, oversees the new Wildlife Guardian Program
and has begun creating workplans to ensure the Tahltan Nation
begins working on large scale land-use planning in the territory.

April was hired in April 2015 originally
as a Communications Officer. As our
Communications Department evolved
and grew, she trained James Dennis to
take over the majority of her former tasks.
She now focuses her efforts on the graphic design work for the
Communications Department, which is vast. April takes the lead
on designing the quarterly newsletters for the TCG, quarterly
newsletters for the 3-Nations, the Tahltan Industry Newsletter, the
TCG Annual Report and a variety of other posters and information
packages for the Tahltan membership.
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Lands Department
BY

Lands Director, Christine Creyke
In January 2016 TCG created
the Tahltan Lands Department
to strengthen and ensure
responsible and sustainable
management of Tahltan lands,
and to reinforce Tahltan title
and rights.
TAHLTAN LANDS DEPARTMENT
In January 2016, TCG created a Tahltan
Lands Department to strengthen and
ensure responsible and sustainable
management of Tahltan lands, and to
reinforce Tahltan title and rights. The new
department brings together the
administration of the environment,
wildlife and resources under one cohesive
department. Christine Creyke was hired in
January 2016 as the Lands Director and she
is working with industry, government, and
Tahltan people to ensure there is a balance
between sustainable economic
development opportunities and
environmental protection in Tahltan
Territory. The Tahltan Nation is determined
to ensure the long-term sustainability
of natural resources within the territory.
We continue to utilize THREAT and their
expertise, respecting the valuable work
they have undertaken in the past decade.
This report includes updates on wildlife,
land-use planning, Tahltan Ancestral Study
(TAS), logging, and updates on projects
with comments on how THREAT has
contributed to ensure Tahltan involvement
in all stages of the mining cycle.

WILDLIFE
The management of our wildlife is vitally

important for sustenance, cultural, and
economic reasons. The Tahltan people
have always relied on a healthy wildlife
population which has supported and
sustained our communities, and enabled
us to embrace a culture of self-sufficiency
by living a traditional lifestyle. The need of
improved wildlife management is a priority
for us. Jarett Quock was hired in April as a
Wildlife Guardian; he will focus on the
protection and management of our
wildlife, while building our database of
information pertaining to hunting and
trapping.
This past year Tahltan Leadership signed
a letter along with Taku River Tlingit and
Kaska Dene Leadership to the Ministry
of Forests, Lands, and Natural Resources
Operations (FLNRO) to begin working
on wildlife issues together. The Tahltan
technical wildlife working group includes
Heather Hawkins, Jodi Payne, Geraldine
Quock, Jarett Quock, Christine Creyke, and
Norm MacLean. Together we are working
towards a game guardian program for
monitoring resident hunting this fall, as
well as game checks with BC in late
September. FLNRO has made a
commitment to continue working on
management issues with the 3-Nations; we
are working together towards a multi-year
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program for surveys, community
engagement and capacity building.
Tahltan drafted regulation changes to
be reviewed with BC through the shared
decision making agreement; not all of our
requests have been addressed. We
continue to assert our position and will
work towards getting these regulation
changes.
This past February moose surveys were
completed in the Klappan and the Jade
Boulder Road; several Tahltan members
participated in the moose counts. Jarett is
working towards compiling all past counts
done over the years to see the population
trends and this information will be
gathered from Industry and the Province.
TCG co-hosted with the Tahltan Guide
Outfitters Association (TGOA) a
Wildlife Summit in May 2016; this
gathering brought together diverse voices
to discuss important issues concerning the
future of wildlife management. The desired
outcome of this summit was to create a
space for healthy dialogue between First
Nations, government, resident hunters,
guide outfitters, industry and others to
balance our needs and expectations
around wildlife management into the
future. A healthy sustainable wildlife
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population will benefit everyone. The
summit also provided a forum to build
stronger relationships with all the
stakeholders and some new collaborations
and initiatives were struck thereafter.

LAND USE PLANNING
It has become clear that our Nation needs
a comprehensive, community supported
Tahltan Nation Land-Use Plan (LUP) in
order to assist us with our negotiations
related to land management, resource
development, environmental conservation,
and cultural preservation. Such a
document will also help to provide clarity
and certainty to government agencies,
industry, businesses, and our resource
partners. This project is critical to us, and
is long overdue. The plan will provide a
unified vision for how we would like to see
our land managed.
We have begun a land-use planning
process for the entire Tahltan Territory. The
project will benefit the entire Nation as
it will provide clarity and certainty when
negotiating individual agreements or
pursuing localized opportunities. TCG will
pull together all of the previous work that
has been done over the years to develop
one community-approved document and
a series of maps that show our current
and future preferred land uses, including
environmentally, culturally and
archeologically sensitive areas, based on
the vision and knowledge of our Tahltan
members. This LUP is a key tool for the
Tahltan Nation in our negotiations around
title and rights in our territory. An
additional benefit is that this project will
help us identify and document those areas
that are most sacred to us, and those areas

where we envision land uses that could
benefit our members. This will help us
identify areas for priority land
management, preservation, and
conservation.

TAHLTAN ANCESTRAL STUDY
The Tahltan Ancestral Study (TAS) has been
working to digitize, organize, and make
available information on Tahltan landuse and occupancy. The research team
working on this project includes Duncan
McLaren as Project Lead, Vera Asp as
Project Advisor, Simon Norris as GIS
Specialist, Benjamin Jones as Research
and Archive Specialist, Rosemary Asp as
Researcher, as well as students and other
casual assistants. In 2015 our team worked
on creating a GIS from data collected
during land-use and occupancy studies
undertaken in the 1980s. We now have a
functional GIS database of this information
which will be pertinent to issues
concerning Tahltan rights and title,
language revitalization, land-use planning,
and the review of referrals. Our team also
worked to create a digital archive of data
pertinent to Tahltan cultural heritage.

PROJECTS
Red Chris (Imperial Metals)
Our first independent Tahltan archaeology
survey was completed in August 2015, as a
result of the Red Chris IBA. We far
exceeded our goals and anticipate much
more Tahltan archaeology in the future.
There have been significant finds in areas
of our territory that have not had any
archaeological survey in the past.
An Environmental Management Act (EMA)
Permit has been approved for a limited
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period to continue collecting information
related to water quality, chemistry and
monitoring for the site to allow for the
discharge of effluent from the North
Reclaim Dam to Quarry Creek. Recent
water chemistry results are indicating a
higher level of selenium which could mean
water treatment is required.
The Metal Mining Effluent Regulation
(MMER) has been moved forward by the
federal government with their process for a
Schedule 2 amendment, which is required
for the tailings impoundment at Red Chris
and use of Coyote Creek as part of the
impoundment. The Department of
Fisheries and Oceans has provided its
authorization linked to the MMER and
the company received their Schedule 2
amendment in May of 2016.
A Water Management Working Group has
been established as a technical working
group under the Red Chris Monitoring
Committee to work cooperatively with
Imperial Metals and Ministry of
Environment around water management
issues for the site. The work involves
reviewing the existing water management
plans and models and updating them to
reflect the current monitoring results from
operations.
The Environmental Oversight Committee
(EOC) was formed this year and includes
Nalaine Morin, Christine Creyke, Shawn
Ducharme, and Jack Love. The EOC will
work collaboratively to ensure that the
Environmental Management System is
designed in a manner that provides for the
synthesis, analysis, review and reporting of
environmental information about the
Project’s environmental compliance,
monitoring and performance, with specific

Lands Department Project Updates
focus on information relevant to TCG’s
concerns, as reported by the TCG
appointed members of the EOC, relating to
the Project’s Environmental Effects.
Brucejack (Pretivm)
A BC EA certificate was issued in March
2015 and the Canadian EA certificate
has also been approved. Mines Act and
Environmental Management Act permits
have been received. THREAT provided
comments on the Economic and Social
Effects Management Plan (ESEMP) and
the Aboriginal Consultation Plan (ACP)
implemented.
Kerr Sulphurets Mitchell (Seabridge)
The Federal and Provincial governments
granted an EA Certificate and most of the
permits needed for initial tunnel portal,
road and transmission line construction.
Seabridge Gold does not yet have a
partner to construct the mine.
FLNRO and Seabridge have re-started
discussions with respect to site-specific
water quality guidelines for Treaty and
Teigan Creeks. THREAT will be involved
with the working group in developing
these.
Seabridge Gold has had some interest
from potential partners in the KSM mine.
To encourage interest, Seabridge will be
seeking new permits and amendments:
Amended mine exploration to allow for
a tunnel at the Kerr site on a decline for
2,200-metres. This is to determine the
extent of the Deep Kerr Pit. The zone is
too deep for surface drilling. THREAT has
begun the review of the Deep Kerr adit.
Water license to divert surface water
around this tunnel.
Environmental Management Permit for
water treatment for the tunnel.
Groundhog (Atrum)
Atrum is currently applying for a Special
Use Permit to use the Dease Lake
Connector rail grade to access the
Groundhog site where they are intending
to take a bulk sample of Anthracite coal to
further the development of the

project. They are also applying for a Mines
Act Permit to allow the development of
initial underground workings for the bulk
sample. Their plan is to transport the bulk
sample to the railhead at Minaret and rail
shipment to tidewater. THREAT is currently
reviewing a number of baseline and
planning documents associated with the
bulk sample application. We
anticipate a series of working group
meetings to discuss the Applications.
THREAT is involved in a Mine Development
Review Committee and working groups on
access, water quality and environmental
matters. THREAT will be resubmitting a
work plan and budget to Atrum Coal for
our services to review the applications.
Spectrum (Skeena Resources)
An Archeological Impact Assessment was
completed in 2015, THREAT participated
in the archaeological field work. TCG has
signed a communications agreement with
Skeena Resources and is working towards
an exploration agreement. We held
meetings in Dease Lake and Terrace to
discuss the project with Tahltan members
in June of 2016 and have not taken a
position on this project as a Tahltan Nation.
Silvertip (JDS Silver)
JDS Mining’s Mines Act Permit has been
approved and construction is planned
for this year. The TCG is pursuing various
agreements to ensure the Tahltan Nation
receives significant benefits on this project
located in our northern territory.
BC Hydro
BC Hydro has provided notice it will be
installing reclosers on distribution lines
in Tahltan Territory. THREAT will review
locations and provide comment. BC Hydro
is completing preliminary studies on its
intended location for the proposed KSM
substation near the Northwest
Transmission Line (NTL) right-of-way.
THREAT has provided comments and
completed a site visit.
THREAT performed a site visit in August to
review the NTL and Iskut Extension, and a
report is in development. Findings include:
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KSM substation site is well-suited from
an environmental perspective; but it is
located in an area with high
archaeological potential
NTL roads are in good shape overall. Some
recommendations are forthcoming with
respect to drainage/water bars
Concerns with non-native plant species
were noted with the Iskut Extension
Need for mitigations dealing with
excessive slash at stream crossings.
Some minor reclamation work is required.
The NTL towers inspection demonstrates
the need for further archaeological survey
post-disturbance on the majority of the
towers on the 106 km line.
Archaeological assessment of high,
medium or low potential was complete
and the recommendation is to complete
a full post-disturbance survey with or by
THREAT. TCG and BC Hydro are in
discussion to begin the post-disturbance
work this year.
Forrest Kerr, McLymont, Volcano (AltaGas)
April 1st, 2016 marked the completion of
construction of the Northwest Projects.
AltaGas has finished the final stages of
work programs, punch lists, and contractor
demobilizations. They are on line with 277
Mega Watts of total energy generation
capacity and are looking forward to the
first production year with all three plants
on line.
The Environmental Performance
Committee (EPC) includes Heather
Hawkins, Christine Creyke, and Richard
Erhardt; meetings are on-going.
Ramping rates are the most important
issue to review and discuss at the EPC.
THREAT reviewed a request from AltaGas
to increase Power Generation Capacity
in amendment to the Forrest Kerr EA
certificate. AltaGas and TCG are currently
reviewing the IBA and will be ensuring all
commitments are being met.

MINERAL EXPLORATION (REFERRALS)
THREAT provided a summary of activities in
the Shesley area to the leadership. This will
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aid in the land-use planning process for
the area. Referrals have been updated into
the referrals database and Shared
Engagement Records have been
completed. Currently, active applications
are low for mineral exploration.
THREAT reviewed permit applications for
proposed jade activities and has raised
concerns regarding the level of activities in
Tahltan Territory. Further discussion needs
to take place with the leadership
regarding a strategy to deal with this
activity; the minerals working group is
currently working on best management
practices for jade mining and we are
optimistic that these will be made permit
conditions in the future.
Exploration and communication
agreements have been distributed to
several companies. Meetings held in April
2016 with TCG President Chad Day,
Christine Creyke, and several companies
began the discussions surrounding these
agreements. Since these initial meetings
seven communication agreements have
been signed. Most companies are
apprehensive to sign exploration
agreements, but it is the first step in the
negotiation process. When these
agreements are signed we will be provided
with funds to conduct more reviews, site
visits, and have a much greater capacity
to be involved with exploration from the
beginning of the process.

FORESTRY
Cassiar Forest Corporation
In 2014, the Cassiar Forest Corporation
(CFC) was approved for an amendment to
their operating area that includes access
to timber north of Bob Quinn/Devils Lake.
This includes areas along Highway 37
north to Kinaskan Lake and west in the
Willow Creek area.
The company has contacted TCG
regarding exploring potential blocks to
meet the remaining volume tied to their
licence, which expires in January 2017.
Community meetings were held in the
three local Tahltan communities between
February 16-18th, 2016. Community
concerns included: trapping and guide
outfitting impacts, scenic view impacts,
opening access for resident hunters,
environmental and archaeology impacts,
lack of employment opportunity and other
benefits to the Tahltan Nation, and lack of
proper consultation with the community.
As a result of those meetings, CFC agreed
to hold off on all logging operations until
they met with Tahltans whose traplines fell
within the proposed logging blocks.
The company has shown in the past where
they have been open to modify block
boundaries, drop blocks and use practices
that retain more structure and tree patches
than required under current legislation. A
meeting was held in Iskut on March 7th
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with local Tahltan trappers, Chief Marie
Quock, Christine Creyke, and CFC
representatives. Some of the
recommendations made during this
meeting included:
• Increase the minimum 100 meter buffer
along Riparian areas (i.e. Little Iskut River)
• Increase the highway buffer from the
minimum 20 meters to improve the
esthetics of what we see along the
highway
• Increase the Wildlife Plots (sections of
trees located within the overall block,
left for wildlife cover) and to join those
wildlife blocks if possible so no single
block is left susceptible to wind storms
limiting the number of access roads
• Decrease the overall size of the blocks if
possible
• More vigorous silviculture activities in
older blocks (the practice of controlling
the establishment, growth, composition,
health, and quality of forests)
It is our hope the concerns and
recommendations will limit the impacts,
and ensure logging is done with better
practices than we have seen in the Bob
Quinn area. There are a few blocks in the
Willow Ridge area that were not finished
because of the delays earlier this year and
due to an early spring break-up.

Finance Report
BY

Finance Director, Laurie Watt

I want to thank the Tahltan
Central Government for giving
me the very special opportunity
of being its first Finance Director.

I want to thank the Tahltan Central
Government for giving me the special
opportunity of being its first Finance
Director.
The year went by quickly and my
term is over, but living in Dease Lake
allowed me to witness and participate
in several unique events and activities
distinct to the Tahltan Nation. The
community accepted me with open
arms and working with the TCG is an
experience I will always cherish.
The TCG office staff members are
wonderful people, and we made

significant progress together during
the year. Much of the time was
spent “looking back” to catch up on
important expense reimbursement
billings to proponents as far back
as 2011 and bringing all proponent
billings up to date.
We opened an RBC Bank account in
August 2015 that allows direct deposit
payments to any bank or credit union,
established a bi-weekly system to keep
track of vacation days, sick days and
other time away from work, improved
office routines and procedures,
became familiar with proponent

contracts, made the first bonus and
revenue sharing allocations as per
the 2015 Tahltan Nation Governance
Protocol agreement and made the
first ever revenue sharing payments
totaling $10,950 to 219 Tahltan Elders,
with the second payment in the mail
to Elders by mid-June. We also had a
successful audit for the second year
in a row and have recently created
budget and cash flow schedules that
will be useful tools going forward.
I wish all Tahltans the very best in what
I know is a bright future ahead!

HIGHLIGHTS OF LAURIE’S WORK
1.

$284,354 billed to Red Chris Development Company, March 2, 2016. Paid on April 28, 2016.

2.

$102,416 billed to BC Hydro, May 3, 2016; approved by BC Hydro

3.

$211,543 billed to Seabridge Gold, May 10, 2016. Paid on May 20, 2016

4.

$254,210 billed to Imperial Metals in March 2015 was paid on May 20, 2016
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Communications Report
BY

TCG Communications Team
We want to hear your feedback
on our communication efforts.
Your suggestions and insights
are important to us and we
utilize them often to make
further improvements.
Over the past year the communication
function for the TCG was brought
in-house to minimize costs and
maximize productivity. In addition, the
Tahltan Communication Department
is being structured to become a self
financing entity in which the team is
able to provide for affordable
communication services to other
Tahltan entities along with other
non-competing initiatives outside of
the Tahltan Territory.
As an example the Tahltan
Communication team is providing
additional services to the TNDC the
Three Nation Wildlife Working Group and
through communication agreements with
proponents working in Tahltan Territory.
As the capacity of the communication
team develops, we hope to extend these
services to other groups and initiatives.

Internally, the communication team’s
objective is to assist the TCG Executive,
Board of Directors, and all TCG
departments to communicate more
effectively with the Tahltan
membership. Keeping our
membership informed is our top
priority. During 2015-16, several
channels of communication were
developed and utilized, including the
Tahltan Facebook Page, the new TCG
website and direct communication
through email and postage
distribution. In addition, new quarterly

newsletters were developed, an
Industry Newsletter was created and the
Annual General Report was
produced for the Annual General
Assembly.
Furthermore, our communication team
works very closely with the TCG
Information Director to build and
maintain our membership database to
ensure that all Tahltan members have
access to information and the
opportunity to participate in collective
decision making.
Our goals over the next year are to
continue to develop a more inclusive,
inspiring and “must read” quarterly
newsletter and we will continue to reach
out to the broader membership for more
story ideas and information. We always
need photos and will be developing a
Tahltan photo library, so please send
photos and information of your events.
The communication team is also
actively working on a longer term
communication strategy which
includes how we preserve the
collective history of the Tahltan Nation by
archiving information, recording
meetings and creating a functional
on-line filing system which can be
adapted over time and managed for the
historical preservation of future
generations.
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The TCG has one of the most thorough
communication teams of any BC First Nation.
We use the following programs to communicate
with our membership.

Information Director Report
BY

Information Director,
Shannon Frank
The primary focus in the
Information Department this
past year has been updating
the Tahltan Membership List.

As of February there have been 433
complete profile updates (updating all
contact information, creating profiles
for new babies and members, and
closing profiles for deceased members
with correct dates of death), and 354
partial updates (changes in name,
phone number, email, mailing address,
marital status, and adding children
to profiles). Updating, adding, and
amending profiles in the database
is ongoing and will never be 100%
complete as we move, marry, divorce,
have families, and leave this life for
the next. However, we are hoping to
close the gap in current information
to a 5-10% margin of error. Of course,
our numbers are at a constant rate of
change and evolving every day with
every update and new member added.
The Tahltan Membership Database
(TMD) supports other departments
within TCG by providing valuable
statistical data, contact information
for communications, and an active
Voters List. This information is vital
in our ability to connect with our
membership and organize our
government.

TCG leadership worked hard to ensure
Elders payments began throughout
the Tahltan Nation and the first
quarterly payouts rolled out as of April
1st.These payments will be ongoing
and can be expected at the beginning
of every July, October, January, and
April. All relevant membership data
was used in the distribution of the
Elders payments. In aid of this program
we would like to remind members
to update their contact information,
especially for those who are no longer
able to do it for themselves. If you
are eligible and have not received
your cheque it is most likely due to
outdated contact information.
Without the database the outreach we
provide with mail outs, phone calls,
email blasts, and social media would
not be possible.
This year it has supported the outreach
for the Seabridge Gold KSM Project
Community Meeting Tour, Elders
payments, and the TCG Update
Meetings.
All information is important whether
it’s a simple verification of a profile
to confirm all data is complete and
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accurate, to add a new member,
or to share the date that a loved
one officially passed away. It is
always worthwhile to provide that
information. We have many Tahltan
members that are unaccounted for or
have incomplete profiles, including
many who have passed away. We
would like to complete their profiles
with accurate information so please
help us with that.
The membership is evolving and so
are our needs and expectations of
what the database should be capable
of delivering. In the future there is
a possibility of collaborating with
other departments within the TCG
to build a more thorough database
that will include information about
each member’s genealogy, contact
information, employment status,
education and so forth.
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Statistics

59 babies born this year
64 members turned 18 this year
30 members turned 65 this year

TAHLTAN MEMBERSHIP NUMBERS
“Completed” means that there is both genealogical information and contact information within a members’ profile
2013 DEC 31ST

2014 JUNE 2ND

2015 MAY 31ST

2016 JUNE 3RD

COMPLETED

3166

3447

3986

4164

VOTING AGE

1820

1874

2075

2137

MINORS

946

1010

888

940

DECEASED

398

534

988

1043

“Incomplete” means that there is only fragmented information for a members’ profile
2013 DEC 31ST

2014 JUNE 2ND

2015 MAY 31ST

2016 JUNE 3RD

INCOMPLETE

72

68

50

44

TAHLTAN MEMBERS NOT FOUND

1005

985

1060

1046
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Socio-Cultural Working Group
The Tahltan Socio-Cultural
Working Group (SCWG)
has been integral to the
development and progressive
implementation of the sociocultural components of the
Tahltan Nation Development
Plan.

The Tahltan Socio-Cultural Working
Group (SCWG) has been integral to
the development and progressive
implementation of the socio-cultural
components of the Tahltan Nation
Development Plan. Through its
processes of community consultation,
sector-specific planning, development
of governance, its accountability
functions, project development
and implementation, the SCWG is
strengthening capacity, cohesion
and unity among the Tahltan Nation
communities and governments.

1. Implement priority activities in
Language and Culture, Education,
Health, Training and Employment, and
Family and Community Development;

SCWG and Tahltan leadership engage
in ongoing planning as the needs
and circumstances change within the
territory, while focusing on governance
development and implementation
of specific initiatives. This prepares
the Nation, its citizens, families and
communities to more fully participate
in and benefit from development,
while strengthening Tahltan culture
and society to deal with the potential
negative impacts of development.
Based on the successes of the first
four years, the SCWG has been well
positioned in 2015-2016 to:

4. Strengthen unity and collaboration
among the communities and
governments of the Tahltan Nation in
order to achieve integration, alignment
and improved access to programs and
services to support stability and fairness
for all;

2. Identify and address priorities with
respect to the school system (K-12)
to improve access and educational
outcomes for Tahltan children and youth
within the territory;
3. Address the gaps in transition from Early
Childhood Education to primary school
and from junior secondary to secondary
school;

5. Confirm government to government
relationships and service delivery
arrangements with relevant provincial
agencies (Health, Education, Training,
Children and Families, Advanced
Education) to improve access to services
for Tahltan members;
6. Extend the model and lessons learned to
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develop regional processes among First
Nation governments across the northern
region (specifically Tahltan, Kaska and
Taku River Tlingit) and British Columbia
to enhance positive socio-cultural
outcomes and achieve financial and
programming efficiencies;
7. Increase Tahltan participation in and
benefit from regional economic
development leading to regional
economic stability and shared
prosperity;

All of the finances have been
committed, although some projects
will be complete in April due to
availability of instructors and bridge
funding, such as the driver program
and meeting with the presidents of the
three colleges to finalize an education
strategy for the Stikine region.
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SC WG Highlights
LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
• Implemented language nests in all
three local communities;
• Partnered with the School District 87
to develop a plan to strengthen the
capacity of the schools to participate
in the Tahltan Language and Culture
Program with attention to curriculum
development;
• Research and language preservation
ongoing through partnership with
Simon Fraser University;
• University of Victoria, Masters Degree
program implemented with two
students, one from Iskut and one
from Dease Lake.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
• Hired a new director to lead and
develop TahltanWorks;
• Developing and implementing
training plan with Red Chris Mine
through IBA;
• Ongoing dialogue with three colleges,
North West Community College, WCC,
CNC, NLC regarding training initiatives
in Tahltan Territory;
• Ongoing planning and partnering
with School District 87 to ensure
students who graduate have the

prerequisites needed to jump start
their careers;
• Supporting the development
of cultural competency
among government, industry
and institutional partners as the
foundation for establishing respectful
economic partnerships in the territory.

HEALTH
• Tahltan Nation Health Plan is being
implemented through a partnership
with Tahltan Band, Iskut Band,
First Nations Health Authority and
Northern Health Authority;
• The partnership has significantly
enhanced the delivery of external
services that were inaccessible prior
to the partnership, such as vision care,
dental care for Dease Lake, mental
health services in the Stikine region
and homecare services off-reserve.

FAMILY AND COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
• Two project team leaders were hired.
• Leadership defined the scope of work
for Family & Community Development
as:
Child Welfare, Early Childhood
Development, Youth/Elders

Services, Justice/Policing,
Recreation, On-the-land
healing, Personal Wellness and
Food Security
• F&C Development partnered with
Stikine Wholistic Working Group and
approached family wellness through
a holistic approach that encompasses
language, culture, economics,
social, community support with the
“child in the center” model. Drafted
Framework for Family and Community
Development

EDUCATION
• Tahltan leadership agreed to
participate in a regional approach to
K-12 education. A regional education
agreement will be negotiated on
behalf of Tahltan, Tlingits and Kaska
through a Three Nation technical team
and School District 87.
• Exploring other education
enhancement options and
opportunities at a regional level in
conjunction with the Kaska and Taku
River Tlingit First Nations and British
Columbia
• Three Nations are engaged with
School District 87 to enhance the
educational outcomes for our kids.

WHAT’S NEXT?
• Continue building the collaborative partnership between Tahltans, their partners and other potential
partners;
• Continue developing and implementing plans for each category with community input;
• Develop a data base to measure social change within Tahltan Territory;
• Develop and implement a monitoring and reporting process on progress of social change and its impacts on
the Tahltan Nation;
• Engage in an external evaluation process of the Social Cultural Working Group work to date.
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Litigation Updates
The Tahltan Central
Government was involved
in two important legal cases
in the past year, including
the Treaty 8 Case and the
Doubleview v. Day Case with
regard to mineral exploration in
the Shesley area.
The long-running case regarding the
location of the western boundary of Treaty
8 in BC will finally come to a close in June
this year, with lawyers for the TCG there to
argue for the protection of Tahltan title and
rights.
The Treaty 8 case started in 2005 when five
Treaty 8 bands filed a law suit asking the
BC Supreme Court to decide where the
western boundary of Treaty 8 lies.
The Treaty 8 bands and Canada say the
treaty extends all the way to the “height of
land along the continental divide between
the Arctic and Pacific watersheds”, while
BC says the boundary lies much further
east along the central range of the Rocky
Mountains.
This disagreement matters to the Tahltan
Nation; if the Treaty 8 bands are successful,
the western boundary of the Treaty will
overlap with the eastern part of Tahltan
Territory, giving the Treaty 8 bands rights to
hunt and fish in that area.
The Tahltan Nation respects the right of
Treaty 8 bands to protect their Treaty
rights, however, stretching those rights far
outside the Treaty 8 bands’ traditional
territories, and into Tahltan territory,
doesn’t respect Tahltan title and rights or
reflect Tahltan oral history.

This led the TCG to successfully apply to be
given intervener status in the case, which
allows lawyers for the TCG to review the
evidence and make arguments to protect
Tahltan title and rights.
The trial, which has been going for almost
a year, is due to wrap up in June, and the
TCG’s lawyer, Tim Howard, will be there to
defend the Tahltan Nation’s interests.
In Doubleview v. Day BCSC 23 the
Plaintiff (Doubleview) was seeking a
pre-trial injunction restraining the Tahltan
leaders and Elders from interfering in the
mineral exploration activities at
Doubleview’s Hat Property and was
seeking a trial for relief from damages.
The court rejected Doubleview’s argument
that it was “blockaded” by Tahltan
defendants, finding that the Tahltan
leaders and Elders acted respectfully and
did not interfere with Doubleview’s access
to the site or the drilling equipment.
Second, the court expressed doubt
whether Doubleview has the legal right
to drill at the property and found there is
significant risk to the defendants and the
Tahltan Nation if exploration work
continues without required archeological
work first being undertaken.
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Justice Grauer further held that
Doubleview failed to demonstrate a
serious case to be tried, let alone an
arguable case, that would entail it to
the terms of the injunction it seeks and
ordered the action be dismissed without a
need for trial. Justice Grauer also awarded
court costs to the Tahltan defendants.
On May 24, 2016, Doubleview returned to
court and obtained an order that limits the
defendants from going to the
Doubleview exploration site to ask the
drillers to stop work. The order was not
opposed by the TCG as it does not prevent
the TCG from continuing with land-use
planning or working to protect the Shesley
area.
The TCG asserts that any major mine
development in parts of the Shesley is not
in the interest of the Province, industry or
Tahltan people when the chances of
Tahltan approving development are
unlikely.
The TCG will be seeking further direction
from the Elders and the Tahltan
membership at the Annual General
Assembly with regard to the Shesley area.
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Three Nations Update

BY

Jody Nishima
“From conflict to collaboration”
has emerged to be a very
significant theme that
continues to build momentum
coinciding with the 3-Nations
confidence of success.
2015-2016: ANNUAL SUMMARY
1. Significant progress on Governance, Wildlife
and Education exceeded expectations. A strong
indicator of Three Nation (3N) evolution and
maturation in our “3N system, tools, formats and
approaches”;
2. From Conflict to Collaboration: 3N confidence that
collaborative approach can apply to any and all
collective issues;
3. 3N has an established formula for leaders
discussions and preparation for any issue,
minister meeting including: communication
tools, preparation approach, meeting formats,
funding models, speaking strengths and order;
4. Established governance model;
5. Established priorities to dedicate attention;
6. Capacity increased through an established and
sophisticated technical team with strong lead
from each First Nation – transitions role of outside
coordinator/support to Nations’ own leads;
7. Innovative and collaborative approaches across
new areas instantly created partnerships not
previously conceived. This includes partnerships
that leveraged and maximized new human and
financial resource possibilities with FLNRO, FNHA,
SD 87.

WILDLIFE
• Created and implemented new 3N
wildlife team with BC Forestry Lands
Natural Resource Operations (FLNRO)
• Implemented new actions in 2015
hunting season
• Twelve meetings with 3N wildlife team
including the Minister, executive and
community meetings and two strategic
planning sessions in November and
March
• Created formal “project stats” in FLNRO
with dedicated staff as a part of their
responsibilities
• Clarified roles and responsibilities to
maximize efficiencies and complement
G2G and 3N tables
• Now expanding cross-jurisdictionally
including across regions, ministries (ENV),
and Yukon/BC borders
• Collaboration has resulted in collaborative
cost sharing initiatives such as:
• Joint training

• Jointly identified framework for a 3N-BC
wildlife stewardship and management
program
• Sustainable guardianship program/network
• Fulsome training and capacity building
program
• On the land presence and environmental
monitoring
• Incorporation of traditional knowledge into
new 3N-FLNRO program
• 3N-FLNRO strong communication plan and
implementation
• Scheduled and partnered multi-year
inventory for multiple species across multiple
locations
• Developing 3N/FLNRO 2016/17 Project
Plan with new FLNRO cost-sharing
• 3N game checks 15-20 days (doubling last
year)
• coordinating with MENV conservation officers
for additional checks
• 3N wildlife communication plan
• 3N guardian network program

• 30 plus new signs placed across region

• 3N cost shared staff

• Increased game check locations and
partnerships

• Annual meeting calendar

• New guardian program/network that utilizes
best practices from coast and across BC
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• 3N joint-trainings

Stikine Wholistic Working Group

EDUCATION
• Created and implemented 3N education
team with SD 87;
• Agreement from leadership and SD 87
Board to take entirely new direction
to develop an innovative new formal
arrangement;
• Draft MOU being reviewed;
• Initial framework and table of contents
developed;
• Education strategic planning session held
in January with the following agreements:
• Joint vision
• Objectives
• Expected outcomes of new partnership
• Identified barriers and challenges
• Identified what is working/strengths to build
from
• Invited other school districts to present
their best practices;
• Held two meetings between FNESC,
technical team and leadership to be
better informed;
• Coordinating work with Kwadacha to
address common TIFFA shortfalls and
unintended consequences to the
application of the federal/FNESC
agreement;
• Developing education committee from
community education experts from each
Nation

STIKINE WHOLISTIC WORKING GROUP
(SWWG)

• Maps developed to identify shared areas
of all 3 Nations

• With new multi-year stability the most
self sustaining and self-directed year for
SWWG yet

CONCLUSION

Required less external support and maintained
best practices and community directed
approaches. This resulted in reduced need for
external support, reduced meetings, and more
resources for overarching 3N development.
• New communication materials
developed so any reader would have a
resource document that answered
majority of common questions;
• New 3N SWWG website drafted;
• Enhanced governance methods to
support a stronger SWWG structure and
decision-making, for example,
confidentiality agreements, draft terms of
reference, community proposal forms;
• MCFD funding allowed for focus on
keeping children in community,
extending support to those children
in care outside the communities, and
organizing a large multi-nation youth
gathering;
• Created new SWWG tools to utilize for
any gathering ie registration forms,
chaperone agreements

SHARED AREAS
• Leadership agreed and led strategy to
move forward in which the 3 Nations
would identify common shared areas that
each nation would like to protect
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• Strong realizations are occurring that
the 3N approach is not only community
based and community owned – that
there is a growing confidence that
what once started as a child and family
approach is equally applicable to any
area needing a collective and regional
solution.
• Certain values and principles have
become engrained in the way the 3N
does its work:
• There are no better experts than the
community themselves
• Keeping the child in the center
• Bloodlines not borderlines
• This year has had two new principles
becoming equally as engrained in our 3N
work:
• We can’t manage what we can’t measure
• From conflict to collaboration
• “From conflict to collaboration” has
emerged to be a very significant theme
that continues to build momentum
coinciding with the 3N confidence of
success.
•What we see now is confidence and 3N
systems strengthen a significant
reduction in the time it takes Nations and
new partners to reconcile, strengthen
approaches and build unprecedented
and innovative new strategies.
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Tahltan Nation Development Corporation

BY

Garry Merkel
TNDC now has corporate,
heavy construction, civil
earthworks, and camp services
divisions, with an eye on
creating a mechanical services
division in the near future.

This past year, the Tahltan Nation Development Corporation’s 30th
anniversary, has been both challenging and rewarding. While low
commodity prices and a general world-wide economic slowdown
has also had a ripple effect on our corporation, we have
successfully positioned ourselves to be more competitive in the
emerging economy.
One of our key accomplishments is our recent move to a new
Administration Building which will give us the space under one
roof we need to grow and prosper as a business enterprise.

With future growth in mind, the TNDC has undertaken a major
financial and operational management system upgrade, which
resulted in the delineation of four distinct business divisions and
the promise of better efficiencies throughout the organization.
TNDC now has corporate, heavy construction, civil earthworks,
and camp services divisions, with an eye on creating a mechanical
services division in the near future.
This restructuring allows the TNDC to take on new divisions over
time, but most immediately, provides the discipline and
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Tahltan Nation Development Corporation
accountability necessary to make the
management decisions which will sustain
growth and maximize profitability.

happened at the TNDC.

IN THE FISCAL YEAR 2015-2016

As I wrote in my article in the recently
published TCG Industry Newsletter, “Our
goal at the TNDC is to work with the
Tahltan Central Government to identify
business, employment and contracting
opportunities. Once these opportunities
are identified, we ensure that Tahltan
people can capitalize on them.”

But as the saying goes, “When the going
gets tough, the tough get going,” and I am
happy to report that’s exactly what has

For example, we continue to work on the
tailings impoundment contract at the
Red Chris Mine and are in the process of

TNDC, like most businesses in our sector,
has experienced some slowdowns from
the drop in commodity prices and the
ensuing world-wide chill on investments.
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analyzing the business opportunities with
AltaGas through long-term maintenance
contracts.
Furthermore, we have identified several
new business opportunities, for example,
we recently entered into a partnership
with Geotech Drilling, to provide drilling
services for the several mineral exploration
companies active in our territory.
I am also very proud of the innovation and
creative thinking at the TNDC. For example,
we identified an opportunity for a
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Tahltan Nation Development Corporation
Tahltan-owned fiber-optics company and
have been working hard to make this
happen.
As part of the Iskut Extension IBA, BC Hydro
agreed to give the Tahltan four strands of
fiber with no restrictions on how the fiber
is used. It was then agreed TNDC would
assume the rights over this fiber and we
went looking for the right business opportunity. I am pleased to report we feel that
we have found the right opportunities in
providing fiber-optic services to some of
the current developments and proposed

future developments within Tahltan
Territory.
It’s early days for a fiber-optics company,
but it is creative and innovative
thinking like this which will ensure the
future prosperity of TNDC. Tahltan
people are industrious and at the TNDC we
now have the management systems, the
human resources and the creative minds
necessary to sustain the company’s growth
in the future.
It is a pleasure to serve as the CEO of this
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dynamic organization, and I would
especially like to take this opportunity to
thank the Board of Directors for their sage
and visionary direction, our management
team for their commitment and most
importantly our employees whose hard
work and dedication is what has made
TNDC such a success over the past 30
years, now and into the future.

TahltanWorks

BY

TahltanWorks Director,
Adrian Carlick
To position Tahltan people to
participate in a growing local economy
by meeting industry demand for skilled
labour – supporting a shift from “jobs”
to “careers” among Tahltan people.
GOALS
• Build and enhance needed infrastructure
to enable access to education and
training for employment opportunities,
and to support regional business
development
• Offer local career-focused education and
training programs and employment
services, which generate opportunities
and facilitate access to long-terms jobs
for Tahltan people
• Enhance cultural competencies among
local employers to enable better
understanding and accommodation of
the cultural, historical, and legal realities
of Tahltan employees

GOVERNANCE
• The team is comprised of a
full-time, long term Employment
and Training Coordinator (Director
of TahltanWorks). Also the position

is now funded by about 80% via the
Impact Benefit Agreement (IBA) with
Red Chris Development Company
(RCDC) to implement the training,
employment and business sections of
the IBA between RCDC and the TCG.
Therefore, some of the responsibilities
have shifted but the overall focus and
visions and goals remain the same.
• The TahltanWorks team’s work is
overseen by a Task Group, initiated
by the Socio-Cultural Working Group
and made up of representatives from
Tahltan Band, Iskut Band, TCG, local
education institutions, the Province
of BC and industry partners including
the Tahltan Nation Development
Corporation, Imperial Metals, AltaGas,
Seabridge Gold, and Teck Resources.

NEXT STEPS
• Analyse and report on results of
baseline data collection
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• Upgrade Dease Lake high school’s
shop space to accommodate trades
training programs
• As mentioned previously: a space has
been identified, equipment needs to
be purchased, NWCC agree to provide
the programming and has provided
TahltanWorks with a summary of the
program titled “Dease Lake Training
Plan”
• Resolve jurisdictional issues between
colleges (MOU of policy/Ministerial
intervention)
• Meetings are being planned with
the presidents of northern colleges
and universities (specifically the ones
named in this report)
• Conduct individual assessments using
NWCC’s placement tool to determine
specific education and training needs
and develop individualized career
plans
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Highlights of TahltanWorks
TahltanWorks.ca launched – the website was developed to act as a central online hub that can connect the Tahltan workforce
with employment opportunities in the region.
Since the launch of the website and database, TahltanWorks has had a change in staff, however the use of this tool remains a priority. The
Director of TahltanWorks, social media and other mediums of communication, are working towards getting a greater understanding of
TahltanWorks.ca by potential employers and employees. There are plans to complete Youtube videos to highlight the effectiveness and
importance of such a tool in the Northwest. The Director of TahltanWorks is working with the Communications Department of the TCG to
decide which is the most effective medium to educate the membership and the potential companies on how and why to use it.

Darcie Quock is the last remaining person from the Employment and Training Research Assistants. These positions were funded
through TRICORP and as of March 31st, only one position was approved for the new fiscal year. We would like to thank Richard
Jackson and Carmen Dennis for the great work in 2014-2015. Darcie will be working with TahltanWorks and providing services
such job placements and resume writing.
Industry groups, including the RCDC and AltaGas, have committed to hiring Tahltans who are appropriately trained to fill needed
positions.
Red Chris mine has designated eight apprentice positions and eight mill trainee positions for Tahltan members in its staffing plan
(still following up in the implementation of this aspect).
TahltanWorks has contributed greatly to the Red Chris mine, which has the highest percentage of First Nation employment of
any mine in BC at 35% of their operational workforce.
Currently the Director of TahltanWorks is tasked with implementation of the “Employment and Training” aspect of the TCG’s IBA with RCDC.
This will contribute to helping Red Chris mine continue to identify qualified Tahltans and through this agreement they will contribute
resources to train unqualified Tahltan members to work in the mine, working with TahltanWorks to accomplish this. TahltanWorks is also
working on the business aspects of the IBA.
Since November 2015, the IBA implementation has seen some significant steps in this process. Tahltan hires were approximately 20-30%
of the current job postings in November and December. During this time there were several discussions with Red Chris supervisors and
leadership from the Director of TahltanWorks, in terms of implementing the IBA. In January and February, active job postings that have
closed are at approximately 60% Tahltan hires. As of April 21st in 2016, the percentage of Tahltans directly hired by RCDC is 90 of 340
positions, which is 26% of total RCDC employees. This does not include contractors. At this time, Sodexo (at the RCDC site) has a 50%
Tahltan hire percentage and Tahltan Nation Development Corporation has 38 of 42 positions (90%) on the RCDC site as Tahltan hires.

TahltanWorks, TNDC and RCDC also had a meeting of personnel that work directly in the recruiting and retention departments.
Roanna Gleason, HR Manager of TNDC, and Freda Campbell, Tahltan HR personnel from RCDC, met in Dease Lake on May 12th,
2016. Topics discussed were: training resources available via IBA’s and a trade expo in Dease Lake that could also include a job fair.
Red Chris Site visit. Director of TahltanWorks visited RCDC’s site on May 13th, 2016 to meet with workers during the TCG Update
Meeting led by President Chad Norman Day. The on-site workers at this time explained that they wanted to learn more about the
IBA and other concerns about the work environment were communicated to leadership. TCG will hold further meetings with the
workers in June of 2016 and later in the summer to address such concerns.
Attended the Red Chris Project Advisory Committee (PAC) meetings in November and December of 2015 as well as January and
April of 2016. Minutes are available for all meetings.
Director of TahltanWorks was also a member of the Aboriginal Sub-Committee for the Minerals North Conference in Smithers.
This sub-committee was responsible for identifying and suggesting speakers for the event as well as organizing local
involvement from Indigenous people from local communities via a sponsorship for attendance fees. The conference was held on
May 18th-20th, 2016.
Had an AltaGas IBA meeting on April 28th, 2016. Items discussued were long-term positions within the project as well as current
training opportunities. Currently, the project contruction is complete and less than twenty long-term positions remain available.
Scholarships: There are about $70K in scholarships available from Industry. $30k from Red Chris, $15k from GCMC, and $25k
from AltaGas. We are working on developing a streamlined process and hope to offer Tahltans one application that will allow
consideration for all of these scholarships. We are also working on policies to distribute these funds to more students each year.
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Highlights Of TahltanWorks
With funding from a Labour Market Partnership, we are gathering a baseline of data to effectively monitor progress towards meeting goals and
facilitate long-term planning.
This report is being used currently to develop and plan courses and training that will contribute to resolving some of the gaps
in this study that will allow the workforce to better gain employment and local businesses access to an understanding of the
labour force.
An application for funding from Western Economic Diversification (WED) to upgrade shop space at the Dease Lake high school and purchase a
vehicle for Drivers’ Education has been submitted. The funding will enable advanced trades training programs to be delivered in the region as well
as much needed Drivers’ Education programs.
We are currently working on implementing a project which will turn a building in Dease Lake into a unit in which the “Intro to
Trades” can be delivered. This training would prepare students to enter a skilled trade foundation or level 1 apprenticeship
program based on their preference and the opportunities in the region. This three-phase series of programs will ladder
students into applying to a red seal trades program. Phase 1: Intro to trades, Phase 2: Upgrading, Phase 3: Advanced Intro
to Trades program. We have received about $100k in funding from Western Economic Diversification (WED) and $25k from
Seabridge Gold for this project. The Director of TahltanWorks along with a consultant from Castlemain made a visit to Dease
Lake in February of 2016 to get buy-in from the School District into the partnership, which was obtained. The School District
Shop Class was reviewed and additional equipment for a Welding and Mechanics program will be purchased this month. The
School District agreed to fund the programs on a per student basis, to an approximate amount of $1200/student for tuition.
The Driver Training Program in collaboration with NWCC will take place in June of 2016 or possibly delayed to September/
October in Dease Lake. TahltanWorks received feedback that much of the potential students are busy during this “working
season,” so we are considering the feedback and looking at a possible delay to ensure success! The program will be available
for twenty students and will be the first program of its kind delivered in Tahltan area. The Jeep purchased from through WED
funding will be used in this program. This will break down barriers of employment for local people as many employers (such as
Red Chris mine) require a drivers license to be considered for many entry level positions.
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Healthy Active Tahltans
BY

President, Chad Norman Day

The Health Active Tahltans (HATs) Initiative was created in response to my personal commitment to establish community events within
Tahltan Territory to inspire all Tahltans throughout the Nation, particularly our youth, to live healthier lives through better nutrition and
fitness. As a young leader, I know that leading by example for the Tahltan youth can create many positive impacts on their lives today
and into the future. I plan to become increasingly involved with the local schools and look forward to my next visits to encourage the
kids to nurture their health, education, culture and communities.
This year we more than doubled our HATs fundraising from the previous year with over $50,000 raised! We had three well-attended
events at the local schools this year with about 350 students and community members joining us for outdoor hiking followed up by
gym activities afterwards. The funds covered all the school events, as well as sponsorships for all Tahltan hockey teams during the winter
months, music festivals during the summer months, local recreation centres, Tahltan Youth Council fitness initiatives, the Tour de
Telegraph Bike Ride and the purchase of over 800 HATs t-shirts. We look forward to distributing the remainder of the funds over the next
several months.
Our distinct HATs logo and t-shirts were distributed to over 500 Tahltans at local events, update meetings and through the mail. If you or
your loved ones have not yet received one, we will be giving away more at the Annual General Assembly this summer in Dease Lake or
you can message our Communications Officer at communcations@tahltan.org to get yours in the mail. Next year we will create a new
design and keep showcasing the HATs messaging and Tahltan pride everywhere we can.
Meduh to all our generous sponsors,
community volunteers and to the athletes and
participants that allow us to put these funds
to good use by sponsoring so many admirable
events and initatives for the Tahltan people.
Keep up the great work and we will continue to
support you at the TCG through our ongoing
HATs fundraising and volunteer work for years
to come!
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Tahltan Heritage Trust Update
The Tahltan Heritage Trust was established to invest the funds received from resource developers for the Tahltan Nation and
eventually distribute the income to the Tahltan Nation through some form of a Tahltan foundation. All funds received other than
normal operating expenses have been invested with the guiding principle of “preservation of capital.” The funds will be invested in
accordance with investment guidelines as approved by the Tahltan governments. In 2013, following a community engagement and
surveying exercise, it was understood that the Nation wishes to continue to invest the funds until the Tahltan Heritage Foundation
has been established. The Tahltan Heritage Foundation is seeking individuals who are interested in being founding members of the
foundation’s board of directors. For more information please visit www.tahltanfoundation.org and the information below shows the
Tahltan Heritage Trust’s unaudited financial statements for the year, ending December 2015.

	
  

BALANCE SHEET – YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2015
Assets
2015
Current
Cash
$1,606,128
Promissory note
$2,000.000
Marketable securities, at cost
$2,634,068
$6,242,196
Liabilities
Current
Accounts payable and accruals
$58,954
Due to beneficiaries
$6,183,242
$6,242,196

2014
$2,510,389
$3,022,485
$5,532,874
$3,240
$5,529,634
$5,532,874

STATEMENT OF INCOME – YEAR ENDED DECEMEBER 31, 2015
2015
2014
Income
Altagas
$ 293,426
BC Hydro
$
$450,000
Investment
$ 190,667
$147,516
$ 484,093
$597,516
Advisor fees and bank charges
Professional services
Net income

$ 35,861
$ 7,004
$ 42,865
$441,228

$33,972
$37,713
$71,685
$525,831

DUE TO TRUST BENEFICIARIES – YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2015
Opening Balance Current Nova Gold
Current Year
Capital
Income
Contribution
Iskut Band
$1,843,202
$96,423
$147,076
Council
Tahltan Band
$1,843,202
$96,423
$147,076
Council
Tahltan
$1,843,202
$96,422
$147,076
Central
Government
$5,529,634
$286,268
$441,228
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Closing
Balance
$2,061,072
$2,061,072
$2,061,098
$6,183,242
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Staff & Contacts
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Chad Norman Day
President
president@tahltan.org

Adrian Carlick
Secretary/Treasurer
secretarytreasurer@tahltan.org

Heather Hawkins
Vice-President
vicepresident@tahltan.org

Carmen McPhee
Good-za-ma
goodzama@tahltan.org

Lillian Campbell
Quock
quock@tahltan.org

Emma Carlick
Thud ga
thudga@tahltan.org

Colleen Skubovius
Eth’eni
etheni@tahltan.org

Melva Quock
Stikine Claw / Thicke
stikineclaw_thicke@tahltan.org

Lee Marion
Shoe-Kawk/Howd-a-Ghtte
shoekawk@tahltan.org

Kim Marion
Simgaldtadta
simgaldtadta@tahltan.org

Ken Edzerza
Etzenlee
etzenlee@tahltan.org

Christine Ball
Cawtoonma
cawtoonma@tahltan.org

Calvin Carlick
Executive Director
250-641-3993

Laurie Watt
Finance Director
250-771-3274

executivedirector@tahltan.org

financedirector@tahltan.org

Christine Creyke
Lands Director
250-771-3274
landsdirector@tahltan.org

Shannon Frank
Information Director
250-643-2037
informationdirector@tahltan.org

James Dennis
Communications Officer
communications@tahltan.org

Tamara Dennis
Office Assistant
250-771-3274
tamara.dennis@tahltan.org

Ramona Quock

Cynthia Dennis
Senior Finance Clerk
250-771-3274
c.dennis@tahltan.org

Jarett Quock
Wildlife Guardian
250-771-3274
wildlifeguardian@tahltan.org

FAMILY REPRESENTATIVES

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTACTS

Events Coordinator
250-771-3274
ramona.quock@tahltan.org

250-771-3274
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